Interpretation Number: 1-03/11

Topic: 1000-BaseX auto-negotiation enable/disable
Relevant Clause: Clause 37

Interpretation Request
See next page

Response to Interpretation Request

This request is being returned to you because the question asked does not constitute a request for interpretation but instead a request for consultation. Generally, an interpretation request is submitted when the wording of a specific clause or portion of a standard is ambiguous or incomplete. The request should state the two or more possible interpretations or the lack of completeness of the text.
name = Kranthi Bathula
email = kbathula@cisco.com
phone = 4085277642
mobile = (not supplied)
ieee_std = 802.3 2008
std_title = IEEE 802.3: CSMA/CD (Ethernet) ACCESS METHOD
topic = 1000-BaseX auto-negotiation enable/disable
clause = Clause 37
req1 = If one side of link has autonegotiation disabled and the other side of
the link has autonegotiation enabled, what should be the link status in
(37.2.5.1.2 status register 1) /

22.2.4.2 Status register (Register 1), bit2 on the forced side?
req2 = (not supplied)
req3 = (not supplied)
submit = Submit Form
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